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Purpose of this document

This document describes the parameters available for an item and how to set up an Item Card.
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Purpose

Items represent the products the food bank manages. They may be purchased, donated, repacked, kitted, or supply products that are part of the inventory of the food bank. Item Cards define products within Ceres for use in inventory management and warehouse processes. This document describes the parameters available for an item and how to set up Items properly.

*Ceres object release 4.00.00 is required for the functionality documented in this procedure.*

Setting Up Items

1. The Item Card can be accessed from Departments → Warehouse → Planning & Execution → Items.

![Planning & Execution - Microsoft Dynamics NAV](image)

2. Select an Item from the List that displays.

![Items](image)
3. Click Home → New to create a new Item

**Note:** Items can be edited by highlighting an item from the list, then right clicking and selecting Edit.

**General FastTab**

The General FastTab describes the basic setup of the item. It also offers information on quantity status.

**10569 · Tortillas**

**No.:** This is the main identifier for the Item, which can be entered as any combination of text and numbers. Ceres can be set up to automatically number each Item Card for you, or you can enter the number manually.

**Description:** This field provides the main description of the item. Up to 50 characters can be added here to better identify the item. Any type of text or numbers can be specified.

**Description 2:** An extension of the Description field. This field can be used to define additional information about the Item.

**Pack Size:** Descriptive text that provides information on the packaging of the Item.

**Base Unit of Measure:** This is the stocking unit of measure. A single unit of measure can be linked to an Item.

**Gross Weight:** This is the poundage of the Item in reference to the Base Unit of Measure. If the Base Unit of Measure is Lbs, the Gross Weight is 1. If the Base Unit of Measure is case, the Gross Weight is the weight of the case in pounds.
**Shopping List:** Place a check mark in this field if you want this Item to appear on the Shopping List.

**Shelf No.:** Text field where a default bin for this Item can be entered. Not used in Ceres. Instead use the Default Pick Bin functionality which can be accessed from Related Information → Items → Default Bins.

**Automatic Extended Text:** Ceres maintained field that is automatically checked when extended text is setup for this Item. Generally not used in Ceres. Instead use the Description, Description 2, and Pack Size fields.

**Item Category Code:** Allows you to categorize your Items by like factors and set up defaults such as fees, posting groups, cost adjustment factor, and lot tracking for your items. Once a Code is selected, other fields on the card will automatically fill in based on the defaults setup.

**Product Group Code:** Provides segregation between items, which is helpful for filtering and reporting. An example would be “GOV-CLR-MW” to indicate the item is a government product, cold storage, and medium weight. Product Group Codes are also linked to Bin Class Codes, which allows you to define what types of storage requirements are necessary when placing the item in a bin.

**Eaches per Base UOM:** This field can provide assistance when making a comparison between the Base Unit of Measure and the Pack Size. In the example above, a CASE consists of six 5 lbs. loaves. Therefore, Eaches per Base UOM is 6.

**CMobile Related:** Check this box to designate that this is an Item that can be received, moved, etc. using the CMobile Handhelds.

**Dormant:** Check this box to designate that this Item is dormant. Checking this field automatically sets the filter value to Yes and excludes this record from displaying on the List.

**Search Description:** Automatically defaults to the Description field but can be overridden. This can be used as an alternative field from which to search or find the Item by:

**Qty. fields:** Maintained fields that display the Qty on Hand, Qty on Purch. Orders, Agency Orders, etc. You can drill down on these fields to see the entries that make up the amount.

**Blocked:** A checkmark in this field prevents the Item from being used.

**Allocation Group No:** This field provides the information on how the Item is allocated to specific Agencies based on a percentage of the total quantity available. For more information, please see the document Allocating Items Using the Allocation Journal for Agency Express. By default, this field links the Item to itself.

**Feature Type:** This field assists with sorting, primarily by Shoppers in Agency Express. Choices include New Item, Discounted Item, or Free Item.
**Length/Width/Height**: These fields assist in shipping and storage and are used in the calculation of the Cubic Feet field. For example, this can help ensure that the delivery vehicle is large enough.

**Cubic Feet**: This field is calculated based on the length, width, and height fields.

**Cube Density**: This field represents the relative density of the Item from the weight of the case and dimensions of the case. It is calculated by dividing the weight by the cubic feet of the item. Higher values represent denser items. Possible uses of the cube density field include:

1. Assist in determining optimum picking bins for products.
2. Assist in arranging warehouse pick lines to keep like density items together.
3. Assist in building of pallets to ensure that dense items are placed on pallets first.

**Stockout Warning**: Allows you specify whether or not a stockout warning message will display on the Agency Order when a Quantity is entered that exceeds the Available Quantity. The options are:

- **Default (Yes)** – The default Stockout Warning that is the Agencies & Receivables Setup applies.
- **Yes** – A Stockout Warning will display for this Item. Default (Yes) is the recommended option.
- **No** – A Stockout Warning will not display for this Item.
**Distribution FastTab**

The Distribution FastTab defines the valuation of the Item. Costing and Fee information is recorded here, along with information on how the item should affect posting.

- **Costing Method:** This field contains the costing method that Ceres uses for this Item. Generally, FIFO is selected as the costing method for purchased product, and Standard for product that is donated.

- **Cost is Adjusted:** Ceres maintained field that is automatically updated to indicate that the Unit Cost for this Item has been adjusted.

- **Cost Posted to G/L:** Ceres maintained field that is automatically updated to indicate that the cost associated with this Item has been posted to the General Ledger.

- **Standard Cost:** For donated Items, this should be the Item’s fair market value as determined by the food bank or Feeding America. This field is active only when a Costing Method of Standard is used.

- **Unit Cost:** Represents the average unit cost for this Item. This field is updated automatically when product is received or invoiced based on the "Automatic Cost Posting" and "Automatic Cost Adjustment" field in the Inventory Setup. Further, he Unit Cost field on the Item Card flows to the Unit Cost field on the Agency Order and other transactions for costing purposes. This field may not represent the true value of the Item based on the Costing Method. In some instances, the Adjust – Item Entries routine will need to be run before this field will update.

- **USDA Value:** Enter a value for this Item as provided by USDA

- **Overhead Rate:** Represents an overhead amount that will be applied to the cost of an Item. Generally this field is left blank.
**Indirect Cost %:** Represent an Indirect Cost % that will be applied to the cost of an Item. Generally this field is left blank.

**Last Direct Cost:** This field updates with the Last Per-Unit Cost field from a purchase order.

**Handing Fee (per Lb):** This is the handling fee per pound that you charge Agencies for this Item. This field will default based on the setup from the Item Category Code.

**VAP Fee (per Lb):** This is the VAP fee per pound that you charge Agencies for this Item. This field will default based on the setup from the Item Category Code.

**Cost Adjustment Type:** Select a cost adjust type. The options are Amount or Percent. This field is used in the calculation of the Unit Fee charged to Agencies. This field will default based on the setup from the Item Category Code.

**Cost Adjustment Factor:** Input a cost adjustment factor. This field is used in the calculation of the Unit Fee. If the Item’s cost should not be included in the fee charged to Agencies, leave this field blank. This field will default based on the Item Category Code.

**Handling Fee $:** This is the handling fee that you charge Agencies for this item, and is calculated as Handing Fee (per Lb) × Gross Weight.

**VAP Fee $:** This is the VAP fee that you charge agencies for this Item, and is calculated as VAP Fee (per Lb) x Gross Weight.

**Unit Fees:** This is the total amount charged to Agencies for this Item. Unit Fees are calculated as follows:

- **When the Cost Adjustment Type is set to Amount** - The Unit Fees will calculate as Unit Fees = Handling Fee $ + VAP Fee $ + Cost Adjustment Factor.

- **When the Cost Adjustment Type is set to Percent** - The Unit Fees will calculate as Unit Fees = (Unit Cost × Cost Adjustment Factor) + VAP Fee $.

- **If the Cost Adjustment Factor and Handling/VAP fees are set to zero** - The Unit Fees are set equal to the Unit Cost.

**Value Item By:** Select either Item or Per Lb. This information is used to determine the inventory valuation of the item on the Inventory Valuation report. When the field is set to Item, the Value Entries as totaled by based on the reports “As Of Date”. When the field is set to Per Lb., the inventory value is equal to the Gross Weight multiplied by the Unit Cost. It can also be helpful to use this field as a filter during reporting.

**Note:** This field does not change the posting behavior of the item.

**Gen. Prod. Posting Group:** This field is mandatory and determines which Income Statement Accounts are used to post dollar transactions to the General Ledger. This field will default based on the setup from the Item Category Code.
Note: It is recommended that DON or DONATED be used for donated product, PUR or PURCHASED for purchased product, and GOV or GOVERNMENT be used for government (USDA, FEMA, CSFP) product.

Inventory Posting Group: This field is mandatory and determines which Balance Sheet Accounts are used to post dollar transactions to the General Ledger. This field will default based on the setup from the Item Category Code.

Note: It is recommended that DON or DONATED be used for donated product, PUR or PURCHASED for purchased product, and GOV or GOVERNMENT be used for government (USDA, FEMA, CSFP) product.

Net Invoiced Qty: This field shows how many units of the Item on inventory have been invoiced.

Allow Invoice Disc: Check this field if you want Ceres to allow an invoice discount when the Item is distributed for the fee on the Item Card.

Item Disc Group: This field is optional and if filled in determines which discount group this Item belongs to.

Gross Weight: This is the poundage of the Item in reference to the Base Unit of Measure. If entered on the General FastTab, the same number will be entered here and vice versa.

Item Group Code: This field restricts the maximum order quantity available to an Agency. For more information, see documentation for Agency Group Max Quantities in Agency Groups & Qualifiers.

Agency Unit of Measure: This is the unit of measure that is used on Agency Orders. The field defaults to the Base Unit of Measure selected on the General FastTab.

UNC Handling Requirement Code: This field dictates the storage requirements for the Item. The UNC Handling Requirement flows in based on the setup from the FBC Storage Requirement Code.

Servings per Base UOM: Enter the amount of servings that are available per the Base Unit of Measure field from the General Tab.

Fee per Serving: This field calculates as the Unit Fees divided by the Servings per Base UOM.

**Item Tracking FastTab**

The Item Tracking FastTab defines how the Item will be tracked in inventory, and specifies the FBC/UNC codes associated.
Lot Nos.: This field allows you to specify which number series is used when new lots are assigned.

Expiration Calculation: This field contains the formula for calculating the Lot Expiration Date for this Item. If the Item expires 90 days from date of receipt, you would type in 90D in this field. When a Lot is received, the Expected Receipt Date from the order is used to determine the expiration calculation. This field is assumes behavior based on setup from the Item Tracking Code.

Consume by Date Calculation: This field contains the formula for calculating a Lot’s Consume By Date for this item. If the Item’s consumption date ends 90 days from date of receipt, you would type in 90D in this field. When a Lot is received, the Expected Receipt Date from the order is used to determine the calculation. Once a product in inventory has aged past its Consume By Date, it cannot be distributed to Agencies and must be converted to trash.

Ship by Date Calculation: This field contains the formula for calculating the Lot Ship by Date for this Item, to track the date when an item should be shipped by. Although the Ship by Date is setup and calculates in the same way as the Lot Expiration Date and Lot Consumer by Date, it is only informational and does not factor into any other processes or calculations within Ceres.

Lot No. Required: Check this field to indicate that lot tracking is mandatory for this Item.

Note: For reporting purposes, Lot Number with unique numbering is required.

Pallet No. Required: Check this field to indicate that pallet tracking is mandatory for this Item

FBC Fields: The fields that start with “FBC” are Food Bank Numbering Code field. The fields are the Food Bank equivalent of the UNC fields. The FBC fields are linked to the UNC fields.

UNC Fields: The fields that start with “UNC” are Uniform Numbering Code field fields which are maintained by Feeding America. The UNC fields flow from setup defined in the corresponding FBC field.

Allocation Group No: This field provides the information on how the Item is allocated to specific Agencies based on a percentage of the total quantity available. If entered on the General FastTab, the same number will be entered here and vice versa.
Permit Web Orders: A checkmark in this field allows the item to be ordered via website ordering.

Product Image URL: This optional field allows you to enter a website link to indicate the address where a picture of the item can be accessed. The link can be used by Agency Express.

**Replenishment FastTab**

The Replenishment FastTab provides optional setup for you to define a default vendor for purchases and define Tiers and Height. The Production fields are not used in Ceres at this time.

**Replenishment System**: In this field, you can select the type of order Ceres will use when it creates orders. The only option that is support in Ceres is Purchase.

**Vendor No**: Use this field to assign a default Vendor to an Item. This Vendor will be used by Ceres when it suggests purchases. The Vendor can be changed at any time during the purchasing process.

**Vendor Item No**: Enter the Item Number used by the Vendor in the Vendor No. field.

**Purchase Unit of Measure**: This is the unit of measure that is used on Purchase Orders. The field defaults to the Base Unit of Measure selected on the General FastTab.

**Lead Time Calculation**: In this field, enter a date formula for the amount of time that it takes to replenish the Item. Ceres uses this field to calculate the date fields on order and order proposal lines as follows:
On the purchase order line, the Order Date + Lead Time Calculation = Planned Receipt Date.  
On the production order line, the Starting Date + Lead Time Calculation = Ending Date.  Not used in Ceres.

**Tier**: Enter the common Tier size of the pallet for this Item. Tier and Height are used to calculate the number of pallets based on the quantity.

**Height**: Enter the common Height of the pallet for this Item. Tier and Height are used to calculate the number of pallets based on the quantity.
Planning FastTab

The Planning FastTab provides optional setup for planning engine calculations, which is further discussed in the Item Replenishment and Planning document. Below are the default settings for Planning.

**Reordering Policy:** Once Ceres has detected the need for replenishment, it uses the reordering policy to calculate the lot size per planning period, which you define in the Reorder Cycle field. Select one of the following options:

- **Blank** - If you select this reordering policy, Ceres does not calculate order proposals for this item. The assumption is that you will plan for this item manually.

- **Fixed Reorder Quantity** - Ceres uses the quantity specified in the Reorder Quantity field as the standard lot size. Ceres may adjust this quantity to meet additional requirements or the specified inventory level. If you select this option, Ceres disables the Maximum Inventory field, which is used exclusively with the Maximum Quantity option.

- **Maximum Quantity** - Ceres uses the quantity specified in the Maximum Inventory field to determine the maximum lot size. Ceres may adjust this quantity to meet additional requirements or the specified inventory level. If you select this option, Ceres disables the Reorder Quantity field, which is used exclusively with the Fixed Reorder Quantity option. Please note that this is not the same as the Max quantity for Agency Orders, which is defined as part of Qualifiers.

- **Order** – Not supported by Ceres.

- **Lot-for-Lot** – Not supported by Ceres

- **Include Inventory:** Ceres maintained field that will update automatically when the Fixed Reorder Quantity or Maximum Quantity Reordering Policies are selected.

- **Reserve:** Disabled and not supported in Ceres.

- **Order Tracking Policy:** Select one of the options
  - **None** - Indicates that neither tracking nor action messages are created.
**Tracking Only** - Indicates that Ceres will maintain tracking for this Item, but will not issue any action messages.

**Tracking & Action Msg.** – Indicates that Ceres will create tracking and will also issue action messages for this Item.

**Stockkeeping Unit Exists:** Ceres maintained field to indicate that Stock Keeping Units exist for this Item. Stock Keeping Units are setup from Related Information → Items → Stockkeeping Items.

**Damper Period and Damper Quantity:** Functionality not supported in Ceres.

**Critical:** Place a checkmark in this field if you want Ceres to include the Item in the availability calculations during order promising of a parent item. This is not generally used in Ceres.

**Safety Lead Time:** Enter a date formula to indicate a safety lead time to be used as a buffer period in case of delays in the production or purchase replenishment lead time. When calculating order and order proposal lines, Ceres will add the safety lead time to the lead time. This is true for forward and backward scheduled orders.

**Safety Stock Quantity:** Enter a quantity of stock that you want to have in inventory to protect against fluctuations in demand and supply during the replenishment lead time for the item.

**Lot for Lot Parameters:** Functionality not supported in Ceres.

**Reorder Point Parameters and Order Modifiers:** Use these fields for minimum, maximum and reorder quantities to determine the reorder needs to maintain minimum inventory requirements. The planning function in the Requisition Worksheet will base its suggestions on the Maximum Inventory field in the item card. The maximum quantity overrides the amount in the Reorder Point field. In this example, the item is set up with the following quantities:

- Max Inventory: -120
- Reorder Point: 100
- Reorder Qty: 30

The quantity on hand is 102. A sales order is posted for 10, and the quantity on hand drops to 92, below the minimum of 100. The system will suggest you order 28, not 30, because 28 will bring the quantity on hand up to the maximum quantity. You can also enter zero in the Maximum Inventory field that will tell the system to make suggestions based on the Reorder Point field instead.
**Kitting (Ceres) FastTab**

The Kitting (Ceres) FastTab provides setup Kit BOMs, which is also referred to as ‘backpacks. More information can be found in the Kitting and Advanced Kitting Procedure Documents.

**Kit BOM No:** The Kit BOM represents the components that comprise the kit Item. It is defined as a Production BOM where Type is Kitting.

**Kit Disassembly BOM No:** This is the Kit BOM representing the components returned to inventory when a kit is disassembled. Ceres automatically sets this field to the number selected in the Kit BOM No. field. It can be changed if required.

**Automatic Build Kit BOM:** This function is not available in Ceres.

**Roll-up Kit Pricing:** This function is not available in Ceres.

**FB Kit:** This field designates that the Item is the result of a Kit.

**FB Kit Comp. Generic:** If this field is checked, the Item may never have an inventory quantity. It is read-only if any ledger entries exist or if the Item is defined on a Production Bill of Material.

**FB Component Item:** This field designates that the Item is a Kit component.

**Bulk Break Location Code:** This field is used as the Location for items which are used for Bulk Break, to break the Item into Eaches.

**Bulk Break Bin Code:** This field is used as the Bin for Items which are used for Bulk Break, to break the Item into Eaches.
**Warehouse FastTab**

The Warehouse FastTab includes warehouse activities related to this Item.

**Put-away Template Code:** This field contains the Code of the Put-away Template by which Ceres determines the most appropriate Zone and Bin for storage of this Item after receipt. If you have not set up a Put-away Template for the Item or Stockkeeping Unit, Ceres will use the Put-away Template of the Location.

**Put-away Unit of Measure Code:** This field contains the Code of the Item Unit of Measure in which Ceres will put the Item away. The field defaults to the Base Unit of Measure selected on the General FastTab.

**Phys. Invt. Counting Period Code:** This field contains the Code of the Counting Period that indicates how often you want to count this Item in a physical inventory.

**Last Phys. Invt. Date Code:** This field contains the date on which you last posted the results of a physical inventory for this Item to the Item Ledger Entries.

**Last Counting Period Update:** This field contains the last date on which you calculated the counting period. It is updated when you use the function Calculate Counting Period.

**Next Counting Period:** This field shows the next period in which this Item must be counted. The field is updated when a warehouse physical inventory has been performed and registered for this Item within the previous counting period or when you call the function “Calculate Counting Period”.

**Use Cross-Docking:** Place a checkmark in this field to indicate whether or not cross-docking is allowed for this Item.

**Audit FastTab**

The Audit FastTab includes the Last Date Modified and Last Modified By fields which are updated automatically by Ceres when this Item is modified.
Nutrition FastTab

The Nutrition FastTab is reserved for future use for tracking nutritional information about an Item.

Related Topics:
1. Advanced Kitting
2. Allocation Overview
3. Agency Groups and Qualifiers
4. Warehouse Pallets and Lots
5. Item Category and Product Group Codes
6. Item Vendor Cross References and Prices
7. Kitting Overview
8. Location Overview
9. Purchase Order Overview
10. Purchase Replenishment Overview
11. Requisition Worksheet
12. Zone Overview